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Design and build energy-efficient steel-framed houses-as a practical alternative to wood. As high-quality wood becomes
scarcer and more expensive, residential builders are turning to steel as the building material of choice.

Three storey housing using light steel framing , Basingstoke The housing and residential sector demands
buildings that are energy efficient, rapid to construct and of high quality. Steel and composite construction has
achieved a significant market share in the medium-rise residential sector in the UK because of the need to
build quickly, particularly in urban projects. The construction process is improved, is faster and disturbance is
reduced through the use of offsite manufactured steel components. A variety of steelâ€”based technologies
may be used cost effectively in this sector, depending on the scale of the building, as follows: Structural steel
frames supporting either composite floor slabs or precast concrete units. This also includes Shallow floor
systems Non-load bearing light steel infill and separating walls within steel or concrete structures Modular
construction using fully finished 3-D units that are structurally stable as a group and can form whole buildings
or parts of buildings. The main market for steel is in multi-storey residential buildings for which its attributes
of offsite manufacture , speed of construction , and light weight are maximised. This is important in large
urban projects in tight infill locations or in mixed-use buildings, for example when residential units are built
over a retail or commercial area. A good example of this mixed-use is in the design of modern supermarkets in
urban areas, which for planning approval, often combine some residential or public use. The long span of the
supermarket at ground floor level means that the upper residential levels are supported on the roof of the
supermarket. Therefore reduction of loading, and achieving the required acoustic attenuation and fire
resistance are key design issues affecting the design solution, which are solved by use of steel construction
technologies. This dictates the column positions as a multiple of the car park spaces, e. One technique is to use
Square Hollow Sections SHS as columns that can be designed to fit within the width of light steel separating
walls in the upper residential levels. The highest level of pre-fabrication is achieved when using modular steel
systems , which have achieved a strong market share in the student residence and hotel sectors where there is
an economic imperative to build fast. In the case of student residences , often the land on a university site is
only released for building at the end of one academic year and the building has to be available for student
accommodation at the start of the following academic year, i. This dictates the whole procurement and
construction process. An example of this is the Aspire programme which delivered high quality
accommodation for military personnel using light steel modular construction. An example of this type of
modular building for military accommodation is shown. Military accommodation using modular construction
Image courtesy of Rollalong In housing, the benefits of steel construction are related to reduced cash flow and
early completion of the show house and the early phases of the project, which therefore encourages sale of the
later phases. The BRE SmartLife study [1] investigated four house building systems light steel , timber,
concrete and block-work on three different sites in Cambridgeshire. The results showed that light steel systems
were the fastest to construct, and had the highest site productivity and created the least waste. The benefits of
steel in residential and mixed use buildings are summarised as follows: Speed of construction All steel
construction uses pre-fabricated components that are rapidly installed on site. Short construction periods leads
to savings in site preliminaries, earlier return on investment and reduced interest charges. Speed of
construction in urban residential projects is important to minimise disturbance to adjoining properties.
Flexibility and adaptability Steel-framed systems using infill and separating walls are inherently flexible in
terms of their location on plan and can be meet a variety of apartment layouts. They can be reconfigured in the
future to meet new demands or even change of use. Modular systems can be dismantled and moved, thereby
maintaining the asset value of the building. Light weight Steel structures weigh less than half of an equivalent
concrete structure and light steel framing or modular systems weigh less than a quarter of a concrete structure,
which saves on foundation costs, and on the supporting podium costs in a mixed-use building. Quality and
safety Offsite prefabrication improves quality by factory controlled production, and reduces dependency on
site trades and the weather. Working in a controlled, manufacturing environment is substantially safer than
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working on site. Fire resistance Fire safety during construction is an important consideration and one which
has adversely affected timber framing. Steel construction is inherently non-combustible and does not add to
the fire load. Environmental benefits Many of the intrinsic properties of steel usage in construction have
significant environmental benefits. Floor to floor height often must conform to multiples of brick dimensions
e. The anatomy of a residential building is dependent on its size and location, and increasingly residential
buildings are designed as mixed use in combination with office or retail space and car parking on the lower
levels. Trimmers are required around stairs in order to support the floor. In semi-detached and detached
housing, the span of the floors depends on the plan form of the building. Floor spans of 3. Modern housing in
urban areas often has a relatively small footprint so that there is a benefit in building to 3 storeys, for example
using a mansard type roof for habitable space. However, an important requirement of 3 storey housing is the
means of escape in fire, which requires that all doors to the stairs are self-closing and have 30 minutes fire
resistance. In light steel systems , relatively large openings can be created for patio doors, etc. Curved roofs
and usable roof space can also be designed. U-values of less than 0. In this type and scale of project, the
choice of facade and roofing material has to match or blend in with nearby buildings. Indeed, the steel
structure can enhance the appearance by permitting use of interesting features, such as large patio doors,
mansard roofs, and projecting balconies. Modular construction may also be used for town houses and
residential buildings of all types. The project shown uses groups of 2 and 3 modules to create each apartment
of 60 to 80m2 floor area. The modules are clad in a variety of materials and steel balconies are connected to
the modules. The nature of urban projects is also that the urban street scape has to be part of the architectural
concept. Also, many sites are next to busy roads and railway lines and so questions of isolation to external
noise and vibration are important design issues. Structural systems that can accommodate a variable plan form
and avoids obstructions or existing services in the ground Light weight construction systems to minimise
ground works Fast construction systems with minimum disturbance to the neighbouring buildings Variety of
architectural treatments, such as curved facades and roofs, and creation of private space by balconies , etc.
Minimum floor-to-floor height to keep within planning limits for overall building height Street-scape created
by ground floor retail units with a compatible structural grid to the residential levels above Safe access and use
of lifts and other public space. Apartments built using modular construction , Dublin Image courtesy of Vision
Modular Systems Good examples of the use of steel in urban residential projects are shown. The nature of this
type of building is that floor spans are in the range of 5 to 7m, and allow for flexibility in the positioning of
internal walls to optimise on the layout of the apartments. Because of this, steel shallow floor systems have
proved popular because they provide a floor depth of less than mm, and achieve excellent acoustic insulation
and fire resistance. A project in central London using a shallow floor system is shown. This can be important
to housing associations who may wish to vary the accommodation that they offer depending on family sizes.
Modular construction is a good solution for urban residential projects, which require extremely fast, high
quality construction that is achieved by off-site manufacture. In this case, the architectural concept has to be
such that the repetitive use of modules of similar size can be used efficiently. A good example of a 5 to 8
storey modular residential project in Dublin is shown. SCI P gives case studies on residential buildings using
steel. Office space on the lower floors Car parking at basement or ground floor Residential units on the upper
floors Roof-top penthouses or public space. The design issues associated with mixed-use buildings are; A
structural grid that is compatible with the uses on the different floor levels, particularly due to the car park
levels, or A transfer structure that allows the columns or walls on the upper levels to be different from those
below Access to the upper levels that is independent to the lower public levels Effective fire resistance and
compartmentation given the different fire safety measures at the various levels High level of acoustic
insulation between the various occupancies Different but visually compatible architectural treatment of the
public spaces and the residential space. Design concept for mixed use urban residential building based on use
of steel frames Image courtesy of HTA Architects The projects shown illustrate some of these issues. A steel
transfer structure can be designed efficiently, and can be part of the architectural concept. In this project in
Deansgate, Manchester 16 residential floors of steel and glass are supported on inclined tubular steel columns
above a public concourse and commercial space. A design study of a 5-storey residential building constructed
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over a ground floor retail or commercial space and with below ground car parking is illustrated. The primary
structure is steel frame using a shallow floor system with columns arranged on a 7. All infill walls and
separating used light steel C sections so that the space could be configured so suit the apartment layouts.
Student residence in Sheffield using modular construction with communal space at ground floor Image
courtesy of Unite Modular Solutions Student residences have been built in large numbers to satisfy the
burgeoning demand for student accommodation, particularly in metropolitan Universities and Colleges. The
nature of student residences is that en-suite study bedrooms are normally of standard dimensions â€” typically
2. This group of rooms is generally treated as single occupancy from an acoustic separation and fire
compartmentation point of view. A double corridor is often provided so that the rooms on each side of the
building are separately accessed. This means that the overall building width is typically 15m. The construction
cycle for student residential buildings is often only 12 to 14 months, i. June of one year to August of the next.
This requires a rapid construction programme often with the constraints of nearby buildings remaining in
operation during term time. In common with other urban project, student residences often combine communal
space and office space at ground floor, which can mean that the upper levels use a different structural system
to that below. A good example of this is shown. In this and other similar projects, a podium level is created at
first floor on which the modules are placed. Hotel constructed using modules with a steel rain screen facade
system, Ashorne Hill Image courtesy of Ashorne Hill Management Centre For hotel projects, it is
commercially imperative that they be built rapidly and to a high and repeatable quality. Typical hotel rooms
are 3 to 4m wide and 5 to 6m long and are built either side of a central corridor, so that the overall building
width is about 12 to 14m. A variety of steel construction systems may be used in hotels depending on the size
and height. For 2 to 4 storey hotels, modular systems have been popular, especially where standard room
specifications can be manufactured off-site and can achieve economy of scale in production. A further feature
of hotels in urban areas is that the ground floor is used for a restaurant and lobby and sometimes retail outlets,
so that the bedrooms on the upper levels are constructed on a ground floor podium similar to other mixed-use
buildings. These are described below; [ top ]Light steel framing Light steel framing consists of C sections that
are cold roll-formed from galvanised steel strip of 1. The C sections are placed at or mm spacing to be
compatible with plasterboard dimensions, and are typically: Light steel frame walls are manufactured as
storey-high panels and 2. This is normally 2mm thick and also acts a lintel over openings. The walls are
braced to resist horizontal loading, and bracing may be in the form of integral K or W bracing using C sections
or X bracing using flat strip. Floor joists can be installed as individual sections or as part of a pre-fabricated
floor cassette. Lattice joists may be used for longer spans. Single span, simply supported floors consisting of
mm deep composite floor slabs may also be carried by the light steel walls , where a very thin floor is
required. Such floors are supported by the Z section over the walls and spans of up to 5m are possible. For the
purposes of fire resistance , rebar is required in the deck trough. Light steel floor joists in housing Integral Kand X-bracing in light steel walls Image courtesy of Fusion Building Systems Guidance on the design of light
steel construction in residential buildings is given in SCI P The structural system consists of beams and
columns on a regular grid on each floor, in which the floor spans between the beams. The floor slab may be in
the form of in-situ concrete placed on steel decking or alternatively precast concrete units.
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Steel & Metal Home Building Kits by Worldwide Steel Buildings. For more than 30 years, custom steel and metal home
building kits from Worldwide Steel Buildings have been designed and engineered to the highest level.

The floor plate of the building, which is smaller at the base than at the top, owes its uniqueness to the existing
elevated exposed Highline Railway - retrofitted into a city park facility - located at the eastern portion of the
building lot. The SPSW system is located at the elevator and stairs in combination with a full-building
perimeter braced frame system. As a true sign of synergy between form and function, the architect
incorporated the perimeter lateral pipe braces into the final interior aesthetic of the residences. This required
special care during the design of the exposed connections of the perimeter steel diagonal braces to perimeter
steel beams. It was achieved by replacing the traditional use of multiple bolts gusset plates with end plates
hidden in the concrete metal deck slab for intermediate diagonal braces and with pin-end connections for end
braces. Architectural requirements played a large part in the final structural layout, and the use of structural
steel was driven by three primary factors: In New York, most residential buildings are designed using a
cast-in-place reinforced concrete flat plate system to maximize floor-to-floor height. However, due to the
unique geometry of the building, the sprawling architectural layouts, the quality of the soil, and the hybrid
gravity and lateral load system on the perimeter of the building, steel was the more economical and efficient
material of choice. Floor beams are composite with the concrete slab-on-deck; however, all of the intermediate
steel beams were removed to increase headroom in the living areas. This was achieved by using shored
construction in many areas with a slab thickness between 6 in. The east-west dimension of the building is very
tight, and any reduction in dimension of structure was beneficial to the floor layouts. This two foot savings
was an enormous achievement in a building that is 38 feet wide. To help speed erection, the structural
engineer worked with the general contractor and the fabricator to develop a system where the perimeter of the
plate was continuously welded, with three of the four sides shop welded. Prefabricated shear wall panels, with
integral columns and beams, were shipped to the site and spliced in the field. This process ultimately saved a
considerable amount of time in erecting the SPSW system. The second part of the dual lateral system is
comprised of perimeter brace frames on each of the elevations. In addition to lateral loads, the perimeter
braced frames in many locations are part of the gravity system as well. All of the pipe elements are primary
architectural features and exposed on the facade and in the residences. Therefore, the detailing of these
elements was heavily scrutinized. In addition to standard Architecturally Exposed Structural Steel AESS
specifications, the nodes of the system have been designed with an exposed single in. The final building
aesthetic merges the strength and beauty of steel into a composite whole. The University of California,
Berkeley, Calif. The Herrick Corporation, Stockton, Calif. The Herrick Corporation,Stockton, Calif. Tim
Griffith Built as a memorial to fallen alumni of World War I, California Memorial Stadium has been endured
as one of the most picturesque venues in college football from its opening in to the present day. After it was
discovered that the stadium was at particular risk in an earthquake, which is further exacerbated by the fact
that the stadium sits directly over the Hayward Fault, the university undertook a large project to seismically
retrofit as well as modernize the stadium. As a part of this project, the western stadium bowl was seismically
retrofitted and modernized while keeping the existing historic perimeter concrete wall in place. One of the
main architectural design goals was to achieve a floating effect to the press box by reducing the number of
press box supports to a bare minimum. The resulting press box structure is ft long with two main spans of ft
long and end-span cantilevers of 33 ft. The press box arches to follow the curvature of the existing exterior
wall and is supported by four concrete cores two at each end and four center structural steel columns. The
press box is two-stories with the first floor housing the print, radio, and TV media functions and the second
floor housing a club space with views and seating facing the field as well as a dramatic ft cantilevered balcony
with a glass deck that faces campus with panoramic views of the San Francisco Bay and Golden Gate Bridge.
The main structure of the press box consists of a story deep space truss that is comprised of radial trusses that
are supported by primary trusses which span between the concrete cores and center columns. The occupant
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load for the entire press box is over 1, people, and over 1, tons of structural steel were used in its construction.
Due to the close proximity of the active Hayward Fault, the seismic design of the press box and supporting
concrete cores utilized several design innovations to allow for good seismic performance. The cores and press
box structure were seismically separated from the surrounding bowl and allowed to move completely
independent of the main bowl structure. To alleviate large bending and shear forces and economize the design,
the press box was supported on steel pins at the center of each core. These pins allow the press box to pivot on
the cores and minimize damage to the steel structure. The entire press box structure is supported on 12 of these
high-strength pin assemblies. The top level club space of the press box has a ft cantilever balcony framing off
the main press box space truss supporting a walkable glass deck. This balcony structure is also a space truss
comprised of numerous small diameter pipe sections. This balcony truss system, which includes seismic and
out of plane bracing, has several multi-member joint connections with some joints connecting up to eight pipe
members. Due to the complexity of these joints, coordination had to take place in a 3D platform between the
fabricators and design team. Due to the complex nature of the site and surrounding neighborhood, there was
limited space on site to allow for erection and construction of the press box. To address this issue, one of the
largest crawler cranes in the country ton Liebherr crawler crane with ft boom and ft counterweight extension
was used to erect the main press box truss in five large segments. The main space truss of the press box was
assembled and welded on the playing field, adjacent to the seating bowl. Carefully selected splice locations
were determined to ensure each of the five truss segments would be within the cranes capacity for weight and
reach. The modernization and seismic upgrade of California Memorial Stadium required careful coordination
and collaboration between the construction team and design team to bring this state-of-the-art press box to rest
elegantly on top of the renovated stadium bowl. The stadium was able to re-open on time for the football
season. Clemson University, Clemson, S. Williams Erection Company, Smyrna, Ga. The building houses
academic programs in architecture, art and planning, faculty offices and student workspace. Nearly all of
structural steel components in Lee Hall III are the direct manifestation of the architectural expression. This
building is an open double-height space, 35 feet tall, housing a secondary internal structure of mezzanines and
bridges. The structures roof is comprised of a light-weight composite concrete deck structure supported by
exposed W14 steel beams. The unusually thick-walled pipe columns ASTM A pipe typically used in oil and
gas-line construction allow remarkably slender columns and enhance their dramatic elegance. The north and
south facades of Lee Hall III are comprised of a custom insulated low-iron glazing which spans floor to roof.
By directly supporting the glazing on structural steel members in lieu of conventional aluminum extrusions ,
the designers developed window walls of exceptional slenderness with minimal and elegant detailing that is
consistent with the aesthetic look of the primary structural steel frame. Nearly all of the structural steel in Lee
Hall III, functions as both a load-carrying functional system and a sculpturally expressive medium. Instead,
the team worked closely to refine conventional simple connections and fabrication techniques that could be
built by any steel fabricator without undo expense. All connections were fully detailed in the structural
drawings so the alignment, appearance and architectural character could be evaluated and refined prior to the
shop-drawing phase, thereby eliminating the fabricators connection engineering time and costs. Variation in
arc radii requires the metal deck to warp slightly as it spans. The structural drawings clearly and simply
convey the geometry in two-dimensional plans, elevations and details without the need for three dimensional
modeling or the use of digital files. Remarkably, all the architectural steel in Lee Hall III was fabricated and
detailed no differently than conventional structural steel. Timothy Hursley Successful architecture tells the
unique story of a specific place, combining history with future aspirations to create a timeless quality. As oil in
Arkansas was exhausted and related industries branched out globally, a city that reached 40, people had
shrunk to 19, in recent years. The new influx of families interested in the promise created the need to attract
industry and a climate for renewed civic pride, a new Boom Town. The community implemented a series of
public projects to increase exposure, including The El Dorado Conference Center, which is half public
meeting space and half college student services center. Drawing from its greatest industries of past and present
to the educational advancements of tomorrow, the EDCC creates a memorable architecture intended to help
propel El Dorado into a regional meeting destination. Without the flexibility of steel, however, the unique
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story of this place would have been impossible to tell. These interior streets work like the town square, lined
with a cafe?
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Available Products I-Beam Framing: We deliver these savings by prefabricating the building which means
that all of the welding is done at the factory prior to delivery and all of your framed openings for windows,
doors and even skylights are pre-punched before arriving at your job site. This process not only lowers the
overall project budget, it makes many of our buildings do-it-yourself friendly. With simple bolt together
construction and sheeting attached easily with fasteners, many of our garage, workshop and other personal
building owners choose to assemble the building themselves. Frequently Asked Questions What affects the
price of my building package? The current price of steel, the intended use and your location for engineering
are the three most influential cost factors. Metal Building Cost What is the current price of steel? Our steel
price forecast provides a real time look at the current price of steel, but the best way to know how that is
affecting metal building prices on a day to days basis is to speak with one of our representatives. Steel Price
Forecast What customization options are available? We offer hundreds of ways for you to customize the
functionality and personalize the look of your building. From doors, windows and insulation to color schemes
and even faux stone siding, the possibilities are endless. Building Customizations Do you offer financing? We
do offer a financing avenue for church projects, but not for personal or corporate purchases. Most of our
customers are able to secure financing through their local banks especially when they are buying a General
Steel brand building. Church Loans Can you refer me to a contractor to construct the building? We can
provide estimates for concrete, erection and even turnkey services through our builder community when we
deliver your building quote. We do not supply pole barns. If you are considering a pole barn kit, be sure to
explore the advantages our steel buildings have over wood construction. Start with our pre construction
checklist to discover what you need to account for and how our design packages can make a feasibility study
simple. Here are some aspects to keep in mind as you explore the options available to you. Building Benefits
Is it engineered with your location in mind? What types of warranties are offered? How does it stand up to the
environment? Building Features Is the building system customizable? What are the associated construction
costs? Can you personalize the appearance? As you can see from our hundreds of success stories , we not only
deliver the highest quality buildings, our customer services and project guidance is unparalleled. We have the
tools, resources and most importantly the experience to make your project a true success. The peace of mind
we offer you from inceptions through the completion of construction cannot be matched. Most Popular Sizes
Our building packages can be customized with a variety of components.
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Further guidance on estimating steel quantities and cost is available. The structural scheme has a key influence
on programme and cost , and structural solutions which can be erected safely, quickly to allow early access for
the following trades. In city centres, a solution involving fewer, albeit more heavily loaded foundations are
often preferred, which lead to longer spans for the superstructure. Multi-storey structures are generally erected
using a tower crane , which may be supplemented by mobile cranes for specific heavy lifting operations. In
city centre projects, tower cranes are often located in a lift shaft or atrium. The provision for such systems is of
critical importance for the superstructure layout, affecting the layout and type of members chosen. The basic
decision either to integrate the ductwork within the structural depth or to simply suspend the ductwork at a
lower level affects the choice of structural member, the fire protection system , the cladding cost and
programme and overall building height. Other systems provide conditioned air from a raised floor. Large open
spaces can be created, which are efficient, easy to maintain and are adaptable as demand changes. Single
storey buildings tend to be large enclosures, but may require space for other uses, such as offices, handling and
transportation, overhead cranes, etc. Therefore, many factors have to be addressed in their design.
Increasingly, architectural issues and visual impact have to be addressed and many leading architects are
involved in the design of modern single storey buildings. The following overall design requirements should be
considered in the concept design stage of industrial buildings and large enclosures, depending on the building
form and use: Space use, for example, specific requirements for handling of materials or components in a
production facility Flexibility of space in current and future use Speed of construction Environmental
performance, including services requirements and thermal performance Aesthetics and visual impact Acoustic
isolation , particularly in production facilities Access and security Sustainability considerations Design life
and maintenance requirements, including end of life issues. To enable the concept design to be developed, it is
necessary to review these considerations based on the type of single storey building. For example, the
requirements for a distribution centre will be different to a manufacturing facility. A review of the importance
of various design issues is presented in the table on the right for common building types. The figure shows a
conceptual cross-section through each type of building, with notes on the structural concept, and typical forces
and moments due to gravity loads. Structural concepts The basic design concepts for each structural type are
described below: The roof beam may be pre-cambered. Bracing will be required in the roof and all elevations,
to provide in-plane and longitudinal stability. A portal frame may be single bay or multi bay. The members are
generally plain rolled sections , with the resistance of the rafter enhanced locally with a haunch. In many
cases, the frame will have pinned bases. Stability in the longitudinal direction is provided by a combination of
bracing in the roof, across one or both end bays, and vertical bracing in the elevations. If vertical bracing
cannot be provided in the elevations due to industrial doors, for example stability is often provided by a rigid
frame within the elevation. The trusses may take a variety of forms, with shallow or steep external roof slopes.
A truss building may also be designed as rigid in-plane, although it is more common to provide bracing to
stabilise the frame. These may be used in portalised structures, but are often used with rigid bases, and with
bracing to provide in-plane stability. External or suspended support structures may be used, but are relatively
uncommon. Their efficiency depends on the method of analysis, and the assumptions that are made regarding
the restraint to the structural members, as shown in the table below. Efficient portal frame design.
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This customer wanted an outdoor patio and BBQ area which can be utilized with this design. Gull Wing Shop
Dimensions: The siding on the front shows painted T and This shop building has many custom features. A
large 48" cupola with side windows complements the country setting. Visually these doors have the Large
Shop 3 Stall Garage Dimensions: All three doors include window panels with Stockton Decratrim window
inserts. Large Steel Shop Building Dimensions: Metal 2 Car Garage Dimensions: Metal Garage Dimensions:
Mid Size Shop Building Dimensions: The pole building has a Monitor-style layout with additional features.
The roof lines intersect Monitor Steel Building Dimensions: This is a unique monitor style shop because one
side is left open for cost effective covered storage. The design compliments the country setting using the
traditional red and white color combination. This Monitor building design allows for plenty of second story
living space. Monitor Style Hunting Cabin Dimensions: The roof features a heavy Monitor Style Metal Shop
Dimensions: This steel building has the Monitor style roof design. A loft floor can either be used for
additional storage or an added bonus room. Monitor Style with Lean-to Dimensions: This is a Monitor style
building using a clear-span custom truss. It has the look of a traditional monitor barn without the need for
interior posts. Pole Building Shop Dimensions: This is a nice residential shop building ideal for all purpose
storage. Pole Building with Lean-to Dimensions: Post Frame Building Dimensions: This is a beautiful wood
sided building. The siding is rough sawn plywood stained with battens. The gable shows cedar shakes. The
wainscot is rock. The roof features a steep 6: This pole building shop features the monitor style roof design.
Under the upper eaves are 6 elongated windows on each side utilizing the space for additional light. This is a
perfect shop for boat and RV storage. The exterior walls ahve two tone wainscot wall panel and a painted 9
lite man Rv Garage Dimensions: This shop was designed to store a large RV. The walls are insulated with R-7
vinyl backed fiberglass. Garage door sizes are RV Storage Building Dimensions: Small Garage Shop
Dimensions: Small Garage Shop Building Dimensions: Mahalo Homes offers home and shop packages to
their customers. We offer a wide
6: Metal Buildings - 39 Steel Building Types & + Kits | General Steel
The site covers metal construction products using all types of substrates: steel, copper, aluminum, zinc, stainless steel,
Corten, Terne, Galvalume, Zincalume, galvanized, tin and more. Environmental (green) issues, such as sustainability
and cool initiatives, are also covered.

7: Residential and mixed-use buildings - www.enganchecubano.com
Thirteen structural steel building projects have earned national recognition in the Innovative Design in Engineering and
Architecture with Structural Steel awards program (IDEAS 2). Conducted annually by the American Institute of Steel.

8: Steel Design LLC - Steel Construction | Idaho Falls, ID
the Residential Design and Construction Guidelines; their contributions have been invaluable. Steel Reinforcement
Handbook for Disaster-Resistant Houses.

9: 13 structural steel buildings that dazzle | Building Design + Construction
Design. Our team will create a 3D model of your entire building system to translate the schematic design into a steel
construction system with a panelized exterior skin.
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